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Color: Black Navy
White Tan
Brown

Sports Bra worn while
wearing vest: Yes No

Ballistic Package:
Threat Level:

Weight: lbs.

Bra/Cup Size:

Height: ft. in.

Female Concealable Sizing Form
750A Fieldcrest Road, Eden, NC 27288    Nationwide: 866-517-1113

 www.KDHdefensesystems.com

Special Instructions:

REVISED 5/2012

NoExtra Carrier:
Vest Ships With Extra Carrier Unless Noted Below

IMPORTANT: DUTY PANTS & DUTY BELT MUST BE WORN TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE FIT
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1 Waist/Girth Measurement: inches
(Standing) Stand behind the officer and hand them one end of the 
measuring tape. Have the officer stand with their arms at their side, then 
measure around the officer's waist at the widest point. This is generally 
2-inches above the duty belt or along their navel line. It is extremely 
important for the officer not to attempt to tighten their stomach when taking 
this measurement. Record the measurement.

2 Chest Measurement/Under Bust: inches
(Standing) Stand behind the officer and hand them one end of the 
measuring tape. Have them wrap the tape around their chest under their 
bust. Take the end of the tape from the officer and bring it together in the 
center of their back and record this measurement.

3 Bust Measurement: inches
(Standing) Stand behind the officer and hand them one end of the 
measuring tape. Have them wrap the tape around their bust, at the widest 
point. Take the end of the tape from the officer and bring it together in the 
center of their back and record this measurement.

5 Back Standing Measurement: inches
(Standing) With the officer standing and their arms relaxed at their sides, 
locate the natural shoulder linen and select a parallel line across the middle 
of the back. (Typically, this will be the horizontal seam across the back of a 
uniform shirt.) From the center of this line, measure down to a point 
approximately 1-2 inches above the top of the duty belt. Record the 
measurement.

4 Front Seated/Standing Measurement: inches
(Sitting/Standing) With the officer seated, have them place a flat ruler 
across the bust. Measure from the second uniform shirt button (this is 
typically 1-inch below the clavicle 'notch') down to a point approximately 1-2 
inches above the top of the duty belt. Keep the tape straight and ask the 
officer to stand while holding the top of the tape in place. This will allow the 
officer to see where the bottom of the vest will be while in the 'seated'  and 
'standing' positions. The seated measurement is the most critical, as it 
ensures the delivered vest will not touch the duty belt or its accessories as 
the officer is seated or standing. If necessary, add or remove from this 
measurement to get the correct fit. Record the measurement.
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